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Electromagnetic wave scattering is an active, interdisciplinary area of research with myriad practical applications in fields ranging from atomic physics to medical imaging to geoscience and remote sensing. In particular, the subject of wave scattering by random discrete scatterers and rough surfaces presents great theoretical challenges due to the large degrees of freedom 
in these systems and the need to include multiple scattering effects accurately. n the past three decades, considerable theoretical progress has been made in elucidating and understanding the scattering processes involved in such problems. Diagrammatic techniques and effective medium theories remain essential for analytical studies; however, rapid advances in computer technology have opened new doors for researchers with the full power of Monte Carlo simulations in the numerical analysis of random media scattering. Numerical simulations allow us to solve the Maxwell equations exactly without the limitations of analytical approximations, whose regimes of validity are often difficult to assess. Thus it is our aim to present in these three volumes a balanced picture of both theoretical and numerical methods that are commonly used for tackling electromagnetic wave scattering problems. While our book places an emphasis on remote sensing applications, the materials covered here should be useful for students and researchers from a variety of backgrounds as in, for example, composite materials, photonic devices, optical thin films, lasers, optical tomography, and X-ray lithography. Introductory chapters and sections are also added so that the materials can be readily understood by graduate students. We hope that our book would help stimulate new ideas and innovative approaches to electromagnetic wave scattering in the years to come.
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The Bank Analyst's Handbook: Money, Risk and Conjuring TricksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Financial institutions have few friends. However, despite their poor image, they provide a range of services without which it is difficult to envisage how a modern economy could operate. It is also true that banks attract some of the brightest and most highly qualified people of any industry. Money is one factor, banks pay well for top talent, but...
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Microsoft SQL Server High Availability (Microsoft Windows Server)Sams Publishing, 2004
  			Offers example-based coverage for various high availability solutions.    		

	
     High availability is becoming an increasingly important topic for database administrators, data architects and system architects. 
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Core J2ME TechnologyPrentice Hall, 2001
The J2ME platform is designed for devices with limited memory, display, and processing power including cellular phones, PDAs, and pagers. Core J2ME Technology & MIDP covers everything you need to develop powerful applications for this rapidly expanding wireless market.

Part I starts with an overview of J2ME, configurations, and...
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Computer Science Made Simple: Learn how hardware and software work-- and how to make them work for you!Broadway, 2005

	Welcome to Computer Science Made Simple, a novice’s guide to one of the most
	important fields today. I wrote this book with several kinds of readers in mind. For the
	person curious about how computers work and what the computer terms used in
	magazine advertisements mean, this book will provide the answers. For those considering...
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Professional Penetration Testing: Creating and Operating a Formal Hacking LabSyngress Publishing, 2009
Save yourself some money! This complete classroom-in-a-book on penetration testing provides material that can cost upwards of $1,000 for a fraction of the price!

Thomas Wilhelm has delivered pen testing training to countless security professionals and now through the pages of this book you can benefit from his years of experience as a...
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Protecting Games: A Security Handbook for Game Developers and PublishersCharles River, 2009
This book is intended to infect its readers with an interest and concern for game protection. My goal is not to preach to the ”security converted,” but to convince game designers, developers, programmers, managers, marketeers, and artists that they should care about the security of their games and give them confidence that there are...
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